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About This Game

Strap into a souped up farm tractor with an added rocket engine and a huge flipper on the front, engage in a game of super sized
football and hunt your opponents with a huge array of dirty tricks. The fast paced action of Tractorball will leave you breathless
with endless game changing play variations and test your reactions to the limit, fusing vehicular ball games with a VR cockpit
experience. Use shooting skills with the flipper, develop your teamwork and get creative with any of the numerous dirty tricks
to sabotage your opponents' play or find a cheap shot on goal. Designed exclusively for VR from the cockpit out, the game will

find new ways of challenging your eye-hand coordination and spatial orientation skills.

Tractorball is a physics based sports-action game and features four course layouts in five game worlds for a total of twenty
levels, offering co-op and 2v2 multiplayer as well as unlockable single player leagues and tournaments. The XP based

progression system starts you off easy in the minor leagues, but there is plenty of scope for more experienced players to hone
their skills against the advanced AI in epic battles for the trophy. There is also a fully customizable single player mode that lets

you select what kind of league or knockout tournament you want, the number of opposing teams, number of playoff rounds,
difficulty and more.

Features

Fully controllable tractors with front flippers
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Season mode for a full single player experience

Twenty leagues and tournaments to unlock

XP based progression system

Rocket boost

Twenty unique dirty trick power-ups

Custom leagues and tournaments

Five main arenas with four different setups, for a total of twenty levels

Exhibition mode

Training mode

Multiplayer matches 2v2

Co-op multiplayer (play on the same team as a friend)

Local co-op (get help from nonVR player on the same machine)
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Title: Tractorball
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
Ninja Whale Studios
Publisher:
Ninja Whale Studios
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer, 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Awesome! Great simple little game. Well worth the price.. I say it's a very goima try not to spoil but at the end of the vol.3 it
had a good/very very sad ending. If you've played Zoo Tycoon...
Expect something like that but very watered down. And slow.
it only dissappoints if your expectations are high. If they are based only on what you see, it is solid, maybed even decent.
I only select 'rec' because 'ambivalent' is not an option. It is exactly what it advertises, and not a hair more.. well my first play
through of this ended up with me looking into space and thinking to myself "oh, this is just a reall big hallway" so i went down
said "hallway" only to look behind me and find that i was rapidly falling away from the station.

10/10 would aimlessly walk into space again.. Pausing Simulator 2007.

Honeslty, the core gameplay revolves around pausing. It's so exciting I lasted 31 minutes. Even with the slow gameplay, the
game ran in a tiny window in the middle of the screen which I was not able to change. The user interface feels very old even for
2007. Not en enjoyable game at all.. First of all, you can't even buy a decent pack of gum for 50 cents these days! I'm fairly
certain you couldn't buy a good soundtrack like this by itself for 50 cents! If you've got an extra 50 cents in your steam wallet,
I'd recommend it. I had a good bit of fun and unlocked all of the achievements in about an hour, but hey! What can you buy that
gives you an hour fun for 50 CENTS!? Even at full-price, I'd say it's definitely worth it for 1 dollar. A steal at this price for a
solid "meat-like"(Super Meat Boy) platformer. I'm not sure if this was intentional in the game's design, but my only complaint is
that in certain stages where your character feels "floaty"\/slow, it's hard to tell if the engine is slowing down or if it was meant to
make you feel like you were in outer space.

Pros:
"Meat-like" platforming, including wall jumps and precision timing.
Really good soundtrack! (You could excuse spending the money just to buy it for this alone)
Flappy legs when you're character is in his falling animation
Low price

Cons:
Certain stages looked like there was slowdown (still not sure if this was intentional) and made the character feel sluggish when
he jumps. (Maybe a background to make it look like outer space would be an appropriate addition?)

TL;DR It's worth your 50 cents or a dollar. Spending those two quarters just about anywhere else would be a waste. Give it a
shot.. Game so good I forgot about my cat and he peed all over my flannel. Didn't notice it and took it to school the next day..
Almost unplayably bad. Incredibly poorly optimised. Abominable.. i find this game even better than any other offroad racing
game
and this is the best game i ever had
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Ulyana: do you wanna build a snowman'' NO ♥♥♥♥ THAT. YOU ARE UGLY AND YOUR MOTHER DRESSES YOU
FUNNY!

This game encouraged trash talking before trolling was even a thing.

This game is well worth the price. I spent many hours of my childhood in this game with my friends. It runs flawlessly on
windows 10. The graphics are late 90s, and the gameplay is exactly what is described- a mix between old civilization and old
warcraft. The real-time combat is easily cheesed when you learn what you're doing, and the turn-based management of your
slice of the kingdom isn't very hard to master. For what Steam is charging, you will easily get your money's worth out of it. It
really was a gem of its time, and it's still good today.. Early Access Review - Good game premise, but (for me at least) an
absolutely terrible interface made it unpleasant to play. Controls were obscure and non-intuitive. I'm a huge fan of the Outpost-
style space explorer and colony building games, but this just didn't do anything for me, and the interface made it not worth the
hassle. At the point that I tried it, the graphics were really, really sub-par, and the translation to English was really lacking as
well. Perhaps later, but not recommended right now.. Pamela Possum part time porn star part time gorilla Assassin. RIP
Harambe.. Randomly found this game on Steam! I love it! It is the Galactica\/Yamato game I never knew I wanted. Really fun!.
Short but cute. The voices were great and the endings were worth going through and getting, It's worth the 0.99€ if you are
interested
. To make it very clear at the beginning, this game is no Dungeon Keeper III and looks more like an underground based RTS.
The campaigne has 4 chapters with 5 mission each and takes all together ~20hours. Sometimes the jokes during the missions are
too bad but if you like the kind of humor used in Grotesque you should also like this one. At least there are two ends of the
game, so playing again isn't a bad choice. Your main character, the demon Baal-Abbadon, has three specs
(Support\/Melee\/Caster) and all three are play- and enjoyable.

The grafic isn't up-to-date but there are many lovely details if you look at the little demons or the underground rooms. The
whole game can be played in coop and has also some mulitplayer parts. There you have to protect NPCs, raid some enemy
camps or to fight of endless hordes of heroes.

Some negative aspects are the low variation of missions and the missed chance to improve the experience outside of the
dungeon. But I had many hours of fun in Coop with this game, so anyone interested in RTS should have a look at it.

Last hint, it plays like a mix of Majesty II and classic RTS games.. I'm not one to enjoy most platforming and skill related
jumping games. But Penarium is fantastic! I tend to play in very short bursts. I die fast and try again. Starts out easy but each
level gets tougher. And the music is great and very appropriate. I almost always turn off music on these kind of games but not
this time. As I am terrible at these kind of games I can't really judge how tough it would be for others. It is very tough for me
but loads of fun and it keeps me coming back for another short burst of playing over and over again.. The in-game puzzles
themselves take about 8-10 hours to completely exhaust. The themed sets are great, and I would definitely love to see more of
them added in. There's nothing extremely difficult, the hardest puzzles take about 10 minutes to put together. Right now, the
puzzles are designed to be relaxing, but it'd be cool to have additional optional goals like using as few words as possible. That
way, there's incentive to play older puzzles.

The dailies are fun, and with 3 different board sizes everyday, it makes sure anyone can go into this game anytime and always
have something new.

The bonus Quads minigame is fun and worth the money on its own. It's essentially a cross between Boggle and 2048. Even if
you have the main game finished, coming back to Quads and trying to beat your high score is a great way to spend time.

One thing I'd like to see is the implementation of Steam workshop. It'd be very cool to create and submit my own puzzle sets,
which would be beneficial for people who've completed the main game.

Overall, a relaxing and enjoyable experience (even if it made me hate the letters Y and K just a little bit more.) Definitely worth
the $5.. 10/10 wish part 1 in steam as well want that game too
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